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Abstract     

 

The development of new high performance materials faces the challenge of implementing low 

temperature densification processes to overcome current technological limitations.  In this context, 

the hydrothermal sintering, inspired by the natural processes of geological and biological 

mineralization, has recently emerged as a major opportunity to develop new and/or optimized 

materials that respond to today's scientific, technological and related socio-economic issues.  The 

purpose of this viewpoint paper is to present opinions and propose future outlook for hydrothermal 

sintering based on the most recent achievements. 
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New materials have always accompanied scientific and technical progress. Currently, research is 

directed towards materials with new properties, improved performance to cost ratio, limited 

environmental impact over their entire life cycle. More particularly, ceramics and high performance 

assemblies have a major impact in automotive, electronic applications, energy and environment, 

mechanical engineering, medical technology... These materials, due to their exceptional properties, 

are able to meet the specific requirements of different applications, especially when a high level of 

functionality and reliability is required. These ceramic-type materials are oxides, sulfates, carbonates, 

phosphates, silicates, non-oxides and can be crystallized or amorphous. 

The development of new high-performance ceramics, but also the design of complex assemblies, 

requires the mastery of the shaping processes, including suitable sintering processes. Currently most 

of advanced ceramic materials are fabricated from powders and sintered above 1000°C to reach at 

least 95% of their theoretical densities. The decrease in surface free energy, which is a driving force 

for sintering, might be promoted either by applying pressure or by enhancing diffusional processes 

using fast heating routes. Thus, intense international research has led to the development of numerous 

sintering techniques to enhance the performances of conventional sintering (CS) such as two-step 

(TSS), flash (FS), high pressure (HPS), spark plasma (SPS), rate controlled (RCS), microwave (MWS) 

sintering...[1-6] If it is well admitted that pressure is beneficial for densification via particle sliding  and 

rearrangement, plastic deformation, and pore shrinkage, the high temperatures required by these 

processes create several technological barriers: (i) advanced materials need to be produced by energy- 

and cost-efficient processes to ensure the feasibility of industrial scalability, (ii) materials that are 

metastable or that decompose at low temperature are difficult to sinter with such processes and (iii) 

co-sintering of multimaterials is hindered by differences in thermal stability, the rate and the onset 

temperature of shrinkage, and the physical and/or chemical compatibilities between the components 

[7-8]. 

To decrease these processing temperatures, the use of nanopowders (with particle size in the range 

10 - 100 nm [9]) as starting materials appears as a key solution since the high surface-to-volume ratio 

of nanoparticles provides a strong driving force to promote the diffusion process, especially at elevated 

temperatures [10]. Another advantage of nanostructured ceramics is that, unlike the conventional 

technical ceramics, the pore volume fraction should be limited below a few tens of ppm [11]. It was 

shown that oxide nanoparticles with equiaxed morphology and narrow size distribution are a 

prerequisite to form green pellets with homogeneous density and low pore-to-particle size ratio, and 

thus to optimize the final relative density of the nanoceramics while preserving the initial nanograin 

size at full densification [11]. Finally one should consider that the use of nanoparticles is a route to 

design increasingly performing ceramics, providing a deep knowledge of the impact of the nanoscale 

structure on bulk properties. The recent advances in processing high quality nanocrystalline powders 

have favored the design of well controlled functional nanoceramics [12].  

However, the decrease of the sintering temperature associated with the use of nanopowders is limited 

when full densification is targeted and high temperatures are still required to achieve densification. 

Consequently, one should consider that the competition between densification, coarsening processes 



and agglomeration often yields microstructures with overly coarse grains, which is detrimental to 

densification [13]. 

Then it appears clearly that an indisputable breakthrough in the sintering approaches would consist in 

combining pressure (below 350MPa) and low temperature (at least below 500°C). In this way, 

hydrothermal sintering appears as a powerful technology that surmounts the aforementioned barriers. 

First, similarly to advanced sintering processes such as SPS and hot pressing, this process uses an 

applied force to generate an internal pressure to improve particle rearrangement and densification of 

materials. It combines also the benefit of low temperatures that allow a better control of defects, 

prevent from solid state diffusion and grain growth and can be suitable for materials exhibiting low 

transition or decomposition temperatures. In addition, it overcomes the weakness of low temperature 

regime with respect to reactivity. Indeed, the main feature of hydrothermal sintering is to take 

advantage of hydrothermal conditions that promote diffusion of chemical species and optimize 

reactivity considered as an efficient driving force. The nature of solvent, the pH and the addition of 

mineralizers are then important levers to operate to optimize densification. 

 

1- A brief history on this geologically inspired process 

Dense ceramic materials can form in the nature under mild temperatures in the presence of water. As 

an example, besides biomineralization, the formation of ceramic-dense materials such as limestone 

also occurs in nature through large scale geological processes. Here the basic physicochemical 

mechanism may involve dissolution-precipitation process, referred to pressure solution creep, which 

relies on the mass transport from the contact zone between touching particles to the surrounding 

liquid phase and eventually to nearby non-contacting surfaces [14-18]. Consequently, the distance 

between the particle centres decreases, enabling global shrinkage and densification. The motion of 

ions during pressure solution creep is driven by the high-stress concentration at the contact point when 

the particle compact is subjected to an externally applied mechanical load. In response to such a stress 

concentration, ions at the contact point dissolve from the solid particle into the interfacial liquid film 

and eventually diffuse along the grain boundary before reaching the continuous liquid phase and 

precipitate on a lower-stressed particle surface. In addition, when the applied pressure is sufficiently 

high, plastic deformation through dislocation motion and/or viscous flow of the solid phase may 

participate to the densification process. It was shown that, for a given temperature, the densification 

rate is increased by reducing the particle size and increasing the applied pressure. 

The hydrothermal sintering process is totally inspired from this geological process. It was first 

developed by N. Yamasaki et al. [19] and was called Hydrothermal Hot Pressing (Fig. 1.a).  Here, a 

powder with water is externally and mechanically compressed in an autoclave, under hydrothermal 

conditions (100°C<T<350°C; 22.5MPa<P<220MPa) over short periods of time (from a few minutes to a 

few hours). As expected, the main driving force of such a process is the stress gradient within grains 

induced by external compression leading to the activation of the dissolution/precipitation phenomena 

at the solid/liquid interface. Here, water is expelled from the sample during densification and 

recovered in specific spaces for water retreat. Water both acts as a solvent, a pressure transmitting 



medium and a mass transport medium. Thus, hydrothermal conditions promote the reactivity at the 

solid/liquid interfaces, as diffusion processes in the solid phase are hindered at such low temperatures. 

This process was set up to densify metastable materials (anatase) [20-21], materials with mild 

temperature decomposition (Ca/SrCO3
 [22-23], hydroxyapatite [24-25]), porous ceramics (porous 

hydroxyapatite [26], zeolites [27]), nanomaterials without coarsening (Sn1,24Ti1,9403,66(OH)1,50F1,42
 [28]), 

amorphous nanomaterials (SiO2
 [29-30]), tailored thermoelectric materials (Ca3Co4O9

 [31-32], 

NaxCo2O4
 [33]) or to bond different materials (hydroxyapatite bonded to titanium [34] or to magnesium 

alloy [35]).  

We have recently developed a new apparatus inspired by the hydrothermal hot pressing tool described 

by Yamasaki and Yanasigawa [19], but with improved performances due to the specific design of both 

the pistons and the autoclave (Fig. 1.b) [36]. Here, the glass-filled teflon gaskets are maintained below 

100°C, i.e. far from their maximum operating conditions (300°C), thanks to a double system (cooling 

fins and water cooling circuit), so they can ensure the tightness of the system even when samples are 

submitted to higher temperatures. As a result, temperature and pressure can reach 500°C and 

350MPa, respectively [36]. Thanks to this optimization of the device, the range of experimental 

parameters is wide enough to tune the conditions to get either subcritical or supercritical solvent, 

which may have an influence on the elementary steps of the sintering. Depending on the nature of the 

solvent that can be either aqueous or non-aqueous, the process is called hydrothermal sintering or 

solvothermal sintering, respectively. These terms will be preferred to hydrothermal (or solvothermal) 

hot pressing because the word “hot” is contradictory with the experimental conditions applied and 

related induced mechanisms. 

 

Fig. 1. Hydrothermal sintering apparatus designed by a) Yamasaki et al. [19] and b) Goglio et al. [36] 

In b), the design of pistons and specific cooling systems favor improved performances.  

 

2- Recent advances on hydrothermal sintering. Illustration with the use of silica as a common 

thread 

To explore all the potentialities of hydrothermal sintering and evaluate its adaptability towards the 

elaboration of a wide range of materials, we have focused on amorphous 50-70 nm SiO2 nanoparticles. 



They have been selected as starting powders because (i) they are considered as a suitable platform for 

tuning surface chemistry, (ii) they exhibit a spontaneous tendency for self-organization, (iii) they offer 

the possibility to study sintering with or without structural transition and (iv) the dissolution of silica 

(according to the equation SiO2 + 2 H2O H4SiO4
 [37]) is congruent, which guarantees to exclude 

selective precipitation phenomena and makes the system easier to control. 

 

2.1- A synergy between mechanical-chemical effects and chemical ones driven by water 

The amount of water is a crucial parameter in hydrothermal sintering as it strongly influences the 

dissolution and mass transport steps. In this way, silica is a suitable for hydrothermal densification as 

the particles raw from synthesis are naturally hydrophilic due to their surface hydroxylation, which 

enhances the physisorption of water. Both physisorbed and chemisorbed water plays a crucial role 

during hydrothermal sintering [38]: 

-  the physisorbed water in the starting particles acts as the solvent and promotes dissolution-

precipitation. The amount of this weakly bonded water can be tuned by a previous calcination step of 

silica nanoparticles and strongly influences the spread of densification. If physisorbed water is removed 

from the silica sample before sintering experiment, the absence of inter particle neck growth is noticed 

after treatment at 300 °C and 190 MPa during 90 minutes, in full agreement with a high value of specific 

area close to that of starting powder (54 m².g-1 and 60 m².g-1 , respectively). However, when the 

physisorbed water increases up to around 3 wt% and when same pressure and temperature sintering 

conditions are carried out, the mechanical-chemical process is strongly enhanced leading to a very 

dense microstructure with a reduced specific area to 14 m².g-1 and residual mesopores. 

- the chemisorbed water related to surface hydroxylation favors chemical mechanisms enhanced 

under temperature and/or pressure and which act in synergy with the mechanical-chemical effects. 

The silanol groups both internal and at the surface of the particles and of the pores polycondensate 

hence leading to chemisorbed water departure and to the formation of siloxane bridges in particular 

between touching particles. These Si-O-Si inter particle bonds promote the neck formation, thus 

favoring the densification of the material. In the presence of a water excess that may be trapped into 

the macropores, the hydrophobic siloxane surface turns to hydrophilic due to a rehydration of the 

surface. A summary of the complementarity and synergy of the mechanical-chemical and chemical 

effects is schematically depicted in Fig. 2. 

Obviously, this mechanical-chemical induced densification is more efficient when the nanoparticles 

are initially close packed (the green material being then mesoporous), in order to generate higher 

stress gradients. As a consequence, any stacking faults in the green material will generate residual 

macropores in the ceramic. The relative density of the green compact has then to be optimized to 

further promote the densification. In the case of silica, nanoparticles naturally self-organize during the 

compaction step. However, if water is added in the system, as-induced local turbulences may disturb 

this arrangement, favoring the formation of macroporosities in the ceramic [38].  

 



 

Fig. 2. Synergy between mechanical-chemical and chemical effects [38] 

 

2.2- A process governed by thermodynamical and chemical levers 

One main advantage of the process is related to the hydrothermal conditions which strongly promote 

the reactivity and the diffusion of species in the solvent. Obviously, classical thermodynamic 

parameters such as pressure and temperature act as important levers to tune these specific conditions. 

- In the case of naturally hydrated nanoparticles with or without added water, a higher relative 

density is observed when the hydrothermal sintering temperature is 300°C (Fig. 3). On the one hand, 

below this temperature, the densification is limited by the dissolution due to a low solubility of silica 

in water; the observed residual mesopores result from the uncomplete filling of the interstices of the 

initial close packed assemblies. It has been observed that the densification begins around 200°C. On 

the other hand, microstructural control deteriorates significantly beyond 300°C because of the 

released water departures increasingly important induced by the spread of densification (departure of 

additional water, physisorbed water and chemisorbed water released by polycondensation). The 

microstructure consequently accommodates these water releases via the formation of macropores in 

a material which is less dense as the temperature rises above 300°C. Hence, because water remains 

liquid (or supercritical) throughout the overall process, it appears necessary to control each 

elementary step in order to find the best compromise between activated dissolution-precipitation 

mechanisms and the regulation of the water release.  



 

Fig. 3. Influence of the temperature (a) 150°C, b) 200 °C, c) 300°C, d) 350°C, e) 420°C ) on the 

densification of silica nanoparticles.  

Zooms on the microstructures a) and b) are proposed on a’) and b’), respectively  

- For hydrothermal sintering of 50 nm-silica nanoparticles performed at 300°C during 90 minutes 

with 20 w% water, the relative density increases monotonically with pressure, from 63% at 100 MPa 

up to 86% at 350 MPa (Fig. 4). Pressure favors both mechanical-chemical and chemical effects. Because 

it contributes to improve the solubility and the dissolution kinetics, to increase the intra grain stress 

gradients, to facilitate polycondensation and to reduce the molar volume of water, pressure is indeed 

beneficial to densification and hinders the formation of macropores by regulating the water spread. 

 

Fig. 4. Influence of the pressure on the densification of silica nanoparticles. The microstructures (with 

zoom on the inserts a’) and b’)) observed for 100 MPa and 350 MPa are presented in a) and b), 

respectively. 

Besides these thermodynamic parameters, hydrothermal sintering offers the main advantage to 

control the densification by chemical parameters. 

- The use of a co-solvent makes possible to regulate the dissolution and precipitation steps. For example, 

the less polar nature of ethanol relative to water makes the dissolution weaker, thus favoring the 

precipitation in the vicinity of the zone of dissolution and leading to a slower propagation of the 

densification and to a slower release of the water. Moreover ethanol is more compressible than water 

which favors its transport into the matrix [39]. Consequently, the use of ethanol as a co-solvent favors 

a fine control of the microstructure through a change from macroporous matrix in the case of pure 

water to mesoporous one with a pore size all the more lower as the proportion of ethanol is high. 

When the sintering is performed at 300°C under 350 MPa during 90 minutes with 20 wt% of solvent, 



the relative density reaches 88% with mesoporosity in the case of a mix made of 75 vol% ethanol-25 

vol% water, while it equals to 85% with macroporosity in the case of pure water (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5. Influence of the solvent on the densification  with a) pure water and b) ethanol-water 75 vol%-

25 vol% 

 

- A mineralizer can also be used to improve the dissolution step. In the case of silica, it is well known 

that the dissolution kinetics is strongly improved by a pH increase [40]. As a consequence, lowest NaOH 

concentrations favor the densification of amorphous silica, reaching 86% of relative density for 0.2M 

NaOH (300°C, 350 MPa, 20 wt% of solvent, Fig. 6.a) [41]. However, highest sodium hydroxide 

concentrations favor the stabilization of metastable -quartz. When the solvent is too basic, the 

dissolution is too fast in comparison to precipitation and diffusive mass transport is enhanced, leading 

to a highly densified heterogeneous microstructure (Fig. 6.c). However, quasi-complete densification 

of well-faceted -quartz grains with homogeneous nanometric size has been achieved for 2M NaOH 

concentration, leading to 98% of relative density (Fig. 6.b) [41]. The epitaxial growth at the grain 

boundaries is remarkable and characteristic for weak constraints (Fig. 6.d). Finally, a parallel can be 

made between hydrothermal crystal growth [42] and hydrothermal sintering of -quartz [41] where 

the driving force is the temperature gradient and the local pressure gradient, respectively. In both 

cases, the alkaline medium strongly favors the dissolution step by increasing the rate of dissolution. 

 

Fig. 6. HR-SEM of ceramics obtained after hydrothermal sintering of silica with 20wt% of a) 0.2 M 

NaOH, b) 2M NaOH and c) 5M NaOH. d) HR-TEM image on sample b) [41] 

 

2.3- Design of complex multimaterials 

From a global point of view, one challenge is to perform the sintering of complex assemblies of 

materials that exhibit differences in their chemical and physical characteristics. In this way, in addition 

to any problems to solve for a single constituent, one should consider the specific reactivity at 

interfaces. For example, the high temperatures processed in conventional sintering routes can induce 

the formation of undesirable interphases between components leading to a detrimental influence on 

the multimaterial assembly properties. We have then developed a manufacturing strategy based, on 

the one hand, on grain boundary engineering to design 0-3 type nanocomposites starting from 

core@shell nanoparticles and, on the other hand, on the implementation of hydrothermal sintering 

(Fig. 7.a) [43]. 



We have focused on the (La,Sr)MnO3 (LSMO)-silica system because the introduction of the insulating 

silica phase at the grain boundaries of polycrystalline metallically conducting manganite promotes the 

spin-polarized tunneling between neighboring perovskite grains [44-51]. The macroscopic transport is 

consequently strongly dependent on external magnetic field, which makes such composites promising 

for spintronic devices. Hydrothermal sintering is suitable to fabricate 0-3 type composites with a 

relative density of approximately 80-85% where LSMO cores are uniformly and discretely embedded 

in the insulating matrix of three-dimensional-connectivity that originates from the silica shell 

densification [43]. Here silica also ensures the confinement of defects at the interfaces and prevents 

the core growth. Neither interphase formation nor evolution of core chemistry (manganese valency) 

was observed as the sintering mechanisms occur at the liquid/solid interfaces, i.e. the water/silica 

interfaces. Moreover, the thicker the silica shell, the more core@shell nanoparticles behave like silica 

nanoparticles with respect to hydrothermal sintering (Fig. 7.b,c). This tendency is attributed to the 

evolution of the compressibility of the core@shell nanoparticles as it strongly influences the intra grain 

stress gradient induced by external uniaxial compression, hence the dissolution/precipitation 

phenomena. In addition, one can also observe that depending on their compressibility, the materials 

will accommodate differently the released water transport, leading to an evolution of the porosity 

nature (mesoporosity or macroporosity). 

 

Fig. 7. a) Bottom up strategy for the elaboration of 0-3 type composites implementing hydrothermal 

sintering. Evolution of the microstructure of the composite after hydrothermal sintering (300°C, 

350MPa, 20 wt% of 0.2M NaOH, 90min) according to the starting silica thickness: b)5nm and c)10nm 

[43] 

 

Obviously, the bottom up strategy is intended to be extended to other systems. For instance, it should 

be specifically suitable for thermoelectric, multiferroic or piezoelectric complex multimaterials [52-53]. 

 

3- Hydrothermal Sintering and Cold Sintering Processes : close cousins for complementary 

performances 

In June 2016, C. Randall et al. from Pennsylvania State University have reported impressive sintering 

results [54-63] (95% of compactness reached on a large panel of ceramics and composites then 

evidencing device fabrication) with a process called the “Cold Sintering Process” (CSP) based on 

hydrothermal sintering. The explored temperature and pressure ranges are respectively 25-350°C and 



50-500 MPa, most of the experiments being set up below 200°C and 350MPa. In 2017, Bouville and 

Studart, from ETH Zurich, claim the densification of vaterite at room temperature using CSP [64].  

First of all, comparing energy merit in the different sintering techniques, the development of advanced 

sintering processes (Flash sintering, microwave sintering…) has led to a significant reduction in energy 

consumption compared to conventional sintering. CSP has been developed in this specific context and 

can be considered up to now as one of the most energy efficient technique [65]. Because hydrothermal 

sintering experiments are carried out in the same pressure and temperature ranges and with 

equivalent durations, this process also naturally appears as a promising solution to decrease the energy 

costs with, in particular, a single sintering step.  

The mechanisms involved in CSP and hydrothermal sintering are the same but  both processes differ 

from each other due to the balance between thermodynamics and kinetics that strongly influences the 

predominance of the involved elementary steps and may induce significant differences concerning 

solubility, dissolution and precipitation kinetics, pore shrinkage, water release and achievable 

densification.  

- In the CSP process, the system is open and water becomes gaseous during the sintering. The 

temperature both accelerates the dissolution and quickly saturates the solution with the evaporation 

of the solvent driving the precipitation. The overall process is analogous to the densification of liquid 

phase sintering but with an enabling transient liquid phase that evaporates at low temperatures. The 

loss of water induces departure from thermodynamical equilibrium conditions, bringing a kinetic 

component to the CSP sintering process.  

- In the case of hydrothermal sintering, the system is closed. As the applied pressure exceeds the 

saturation vapor pressure, the solvent remains liquid under subcritical conditions (or becomes a 

supercritical fluid above its critical point) and the densification is governed by thermodynamics. Here 

the main difficulty is related to the competition between the propagation of the densification and the 

solvent release: if the densification is too fast (enhanced by temperature), the microstructure cannot 

accommodate the induced fast water release and macroporosities are formed. Pressure then appears 

as the lever to control the water transport. On contrary, slower densification favors the elimination of 

water from the matrix and impedes the formation of macroporosities. 

Consequently, an in-depth knowledge and the mastery of the balance between thermodynamics and 

kinetics will provide a powerful solution to optimize the densification, and control the grain size, the 

size distribution and the crystallinity of the precipitating phase. 

 

 

4- Future outlook and impact 

Hydrothermal sintering appears as an enabling technology as it will provide the means to increase the 

performance and capabilities of materials and sintering processes. In this way, the impact of this 

process can be expected multifaceted. 

- Scientific and technological impact: our better understanding of the densification mechanisms during 

hydrothermal sintering will be a key in developing a clear roadmap to guide future studies of ultralow 



temperature sintering and offer widespread application prospects for a large variety of materials. In 

addition to a technological transfer to other materials such as complex oxides or non-oxide materials, 

we can foresee the development of a new technology to perform co-sintering of multiple materials to 

reach specific functionalities. One should notice that the process is obviously not restricted to 

nanomaterials. Moreover, given the compressibility of the material and the water release controlled 

by both pressure and temperature, new ceramic materials with controlled porosity can be designed. 

Finally, due to the enhancement of the reactivity at the interfaces in hydrothermal (or solvothermal) 

conditions, the possibility to bond different materials such as a metal with ceramic that has been 

densified in situ is of outstanding interest both from a scientific, technological and economical point 

of view. In this way industrial multistep processes could be replaced by a single hydrothermal sintering 

step. 

- Economic impact: the economic impact of hydrothermal sintering is significant in the sense that it 

appears as a feasible route for cost-effective and sustainable energy ceramic manufacturing processing 

and integration that enables a broad range of applications, e.g. for the production of electroceramics. 

More precisely, short experiments at low temperature ensure lower energetic costs while the use of 

water as a solvent is associated with cheap consumables (packing seals). Obviously, hydrothermal 

sintering may have highly advantageous industrial fallouts, especially in the microelectronic and 

ceramic industries. In this way, this process unambiguously appears as an appropriate solution for the 

industrial production of small size pieces (up to a few cm3). 

- Environmental impact: hydrothermal process does not generate any waste. Moreover, solvents 

define a major part of the environmental performance of processes in chemical industry and impact 

cost, safety and health. The use of water as a cheap, green and safe solvent makes hydrothermal 

sintering an environmentally friendly process. 

  

As a consequence, hydrothermal sintering is a springboard for the design and fabrication of ceramics 

and complex multimaterials, integrating nanotechnology. It ensures a social and environmental 

responsibility as it is a low energy consuming process. Both the process and the related knowledge 

have been considerably improved these last years however better performances can be expected. For 

example, fast heating and cooling rates will be an asset to control the balance between 

thermodynamics and kinetics; the specific design of heating routes is therefore of great interest to 

master the grain morphology, the porosity and the nature of the precipitated phase. Moreover the 

development of in situ dilatometry measurements would lead to carry out the identification of the 

rate-controlling densification mechanisms. They will provide important experimental optimizations as 

they will allow visualizing more precisely the onset of shrinkage. The short-term challenge is then to 

transfer all the knowledge on hydrothermal and solvothermal processes acquired as part of the 

synthesis or crystal growth of size and/or morphology controlled materials. These specific conditions 

which contribute to an optimization of the reactivity at the solid/liquid interfaces are expected to make 

possible, on the one hand, to control the grain size from nanometric to micrometric and, on the other 

hand, to stabilize new phases during the precipitation step as evidenced in the case of -quartz. In 



conclusion, hydrothermal sintering should be considered as a chemically controlled process which 

opens up a particularly rich range of perspectives. 
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